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Lee C. Moore, A Woolslayer Company, 
Receives American Petroleum Institute Certifications 

TULSA, OK, April 15, 2013 – Lee C. Moore, A Woolslayer Company, announces that it has 
received final audit approval and obtained both new and renewed American Petroleum Institute 
(API) certifications in quality management and manufacturing standards. These certifications 
position Lee C. Moore to continue providing its customers with high-quality drilling 
equipment. 

The audit was performed at Lee C. Moore’s headquarters in Tulsa. API auditors verified Lee C. 
Moore’s conformance with quality management API Spec Q1, ISO:9001(2008) and TS 
29001:2010. Further, Lee C. Moore renewed its manufacturing certifications in API 4F and 
API 8C. 

“We are raising the quality bar,” says Thomas Wingerter, CEO of Lee C. Moore. “In addition 
to our long history as an approved API 4F and API 8C designer and fabricator, our Company 
has been awarded API Q1, ISO:9001 (2008) and TS 29001:2010 standards as an even higher 
level of quality assurance. The additional licensing further demonstrates our commitment to 
changing requirements from our world-wide customer base.” 

API is the only national trade association that represents all aspects of America’s oil and 
natural gas industry. 

(more-more-more)
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Global demands and an increasingly competitive business environment in the oil and natural 
gas services industry have created new measurements by which organizations must 
demonstrate their abilities. The API Monogram Program verifies that Lee C. Moore is 
operating in compliance with API 4F and API 8C specifications. By meeting the quality system 
requirements of API Spec Q1, Lee C. Moore proves to its customers it meets the industry’s 
demands to its fullest extent. 

API certification is part of Lee C. Moore’s continued commitment to its customers in providing 
exceptional drilling structures and customer service. 

About Lee C. Moore, A Woolslayer Company 

Lee C. Moore has been a leading designer and manufacturer of drilling structures since 1907. 
In 1938, Lee C. Moore revolutionized the petroleum industry when they designed and built the 
first cantilever mast. To date the company has manufactured over 4,000 cantilever masts and 
over 600 offshore derricks. Today, Lee C. Moore designs and manufactures masts and derricks 
for nearly every major drilling company in every drilling condition in both offshore and 
onshore drilling. They service both their own and other manufacturers’ masts and derricks 
globally. Lee C. Moore also presents structural training seminars to drilling contractors around 
the world. 
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